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Jazz, in the western understanding,has never been the most popular international genre in Iran. It
has proven unable to captivate the
Persian-speaking audience in the
same manner as rock, rap, or even
disco. That being said, jazz music
has a unique, influential place in the
history of modern Iranian music.¹
Furthermore, it has come to serve
as a unique mode of expression for
the memories, understandings, and
identities of the Iranian diaspora. In
recent years, it has emerged as part
of a broader underground music
scene in Iran, taking its rightful position as a subversive, emancipatory
medium.
I intend to examine this history
which is often neglected by scholars
of Middle Eastern musical traditions. To do so, I will focus on the
origins of jazz music on the margins
of society in the United States and
its gradual co-option by structures
of power, which will provide context
for the introduction of the genre to
Iran. Then, I will trace the reception
and development of jazz music in
Iranian society from the pre-Revolutionary years until the contemporary period. Finally, I will analyze
the social function of jazz music
both in Iran and among its diaspora,
discussing how this usage reflects
the original intentions of the genre
and places Iran within an important
international musical tradition.

Origins and Political
Transformation
of Jazz in the US
Jazz music arose from the musical traditions of slaves in the
southern U.S. Musical traditions
from West Africa were maintained
and frequently exchanged; this was
particularly significant in Congo Square, a park in New Orleans
where slaves were allowed to interact with minimal interference. Over
time, the city also provided for cultural exchange, and these traditions
were influenced by Christian hymns
as well as the traditions of Mexican
and European immigrant communities.² Blues and jazz were born
out of this confluence, evolving and
spreading rapidly with Black emancipation and migration to cities in
the northern U.S.³
Initially, jazz was ridiculed in
mainstream American society, intersecting with racial discrimination against the Black community.
Many critics saw it as “primitive”
and “childish” due to its early reliance on improvisation over conventions of Western music. This reflects
a broader dichotomous construct
which presents music as either
“composed” or “improvised,” stemming from structures of power in
the field of music theory that have
historically essentialized European and American “classical” music
over genres created by marginal-
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ized communities.4 To the public,
particularly within elite circles, jazz
was associated with the American
“underclass,” including not only the
Black community but immigrants,
white ethnic minorities, and the urban poor as well.² For musicians and
supportive listeners, however, jazz
was a space forresistance, allowing
intellectual and creative freedom
to flourish where it was otherwise
deprived.³ Moreover, it served as
an expression and record of collective memory and trauma.² For this
reason, it soon flourished among
historically marginalized communities in Latin America and Europe,
which led to the development of
sub-genres such as “gypsy jazz”.4
American jazz was eventually
co-opted by hegemonic discourses
and the institutions it aimed to subvert, becoming fashionable among
intellectuals and the middle class
following the Second World War.5
This phenomenon was a result of
various factors, including the development of jazz-adjacent swing music in the 1930s, a gradual increase
in public acceptance of Black culture, as well as a growing appreciation of jazz as a uniquely American
genre. Therefore, though some jazz
music remained true to the genre’s
original intentions and improvisational style, mainstream jazz became increasingly compositional
and reflective of Western musical
conventions.³,5

Institutional and elite acceptance in the U.S., and subsequently
domestic popularity, directly caused
the introduction of jazz music to
Iran, as these factors led to the
adoption of “jazz diplomacy” by the
Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson
administrations. Officials in the
Department of State (DoS), Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and
Voice of America (VoA) viewed jazz
as a foreign policy tool by which
to expand American soft power
and counter Soviet propaganda depicting the U.S. as a racist state. As
such, these bodies funded jazz radio
broadcasts and tours by prominent
jazz musicians in Baghdad Pact
signatory states in the 1950s and
1960s, including Dizzy Gillespie,
Dave Brubeck, Louis Armstrong,
and Duke Ellington. To the pleasure of CIA and DoS officials, these
musicians claimed that they were
subsequently inspired by exposure
to traditional Iranian music.5,6 The
Pahlavi government worked in tandem with the American “jazz diplomacy” effort, promoting jazz radio
shows and sponsoring a daily television program hosted by the Persian-speaking American musician
Lloyd Miller during the 1960s.7
Until the early 1970s, the genre
should be understood as jazz music in Iran rather than indigenous
Iranian jazz. Iranian jazz enthusiasts generally listened to recorded

performances and studio albums of
international musicians or jazz standards that were covered by domestic
artists.¹ Overshadowed by the more
influential and well-received genre
of Western pop among the masses, jazz was seen as an intellectual
pursuit, limiting its appeal to both
musicians and listeners.8 In contrast with its emancipatory intentions, the genre was primarily popular among the urban wealthy and
disproportionately wealthy groups
like the Armenian community.9,¹0
This was in part due to its deliberate
introduction to groups within Iran
who were favorable to the West.
Certain aspects of music theory made jazz more readily accepted
by the Iranian elite than it was initially by their American counterparts, however.5 For example, the
marginalizing dichotomy of music
as compositional or improvisational did not exist in Iran prior to the
rise of Western colonial structures.
Elements of both composition and
improvisation were present in traditional Iranian music without the
essentialization of one over the other.¹¹ For example, melodies from
the radif, the traditional Iranian
melodic canon, could be altered
based on artistic interpretation or
flourish. Within the dastgah, the
traditional Iranian system of tonality, artists could explore different
ways to sequence motifs or create
modifications.4 Furthermore, much
of the Iranian musical tradition was
shaped by motrebi, traveling musicians and court performers who
relied heavily on personal style and
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elements of improvisation.7
These factors allowed for the
eventual emergence of indigenous
Iranian jazz. A burgeoning improvisational jazz scene in Tehran
grew into a network of clubs and
cafes across the country during the
1970s, partially inspiredby the performances of American jazz musicians in the previous decades.6,¹²
Over time, improvisational artists
increasingly incorporated traditional Iranian radif melodies, lyrics, and
instrumentation.¹ This had a growing influence on Iranian pop music,
as artists adopted jazz elements for
their own work.¹0 This is exemplified by the song “Moonlight,” sung
by an early Iranian pop star named
Viguen. The singer combines a
crooning style popular in vocal jazz
with Persian lyrics, playing guitar
in a manner reminiscent of European-style “gypsy jazz” artists like
Django Reinhardt. Even with these
jazz influences, Viguen maintains a
style that is distinctly Iranian. Aspects of jazz can also be heard in the
music of later pop artists like Dariush, Farhad, and Googoosh—all of
whom at times have been described
as “jazz-adjacent” because of how
they employ guitar, brass, and piano.7,8,¹³ Whether jazz could have
become more influential and popular in Iran is unknown, as the 1979
Iranian Revolution brought about a
period of musical and societal oppression, stagnating the genre’s development.
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Jazz in the
Pre-Revolutionary
Period
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Collapse and Rebirth
of Jazz Following
the Revolution
Iranian jazz music faced setbacks even before the Revolution.
While Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
was generally favorable to Western
jazz, Iranian musicians, like other
artists, were crippled by supervision from SAVAK, the monarchy’s
secret police force. This diminished
creative freedom and resulted in a
collapse in talent.7 Simultaneously, conservative religious elements
accused jazz ofbeing “decadent”
or “primitive,” similar criticisms to
those leveled against the genre by
early detractors in the U.S. They also
claimed proponents were gharbzadeh, or “west-struck.” As with most
other music, following the Revolution and the rise of the Islamic Republic, jazz was not permitted to be
publicly performed or commercially recorded beginning in the early
1980s.7,¹0 It is difficult to gauge the
popularity of jazz in the years immediately following the imposition
of these regulations, but the genre
was still enjoyed in private spheres
during this period of heavy restriction.¹² At the same time, the popularity of jazz began to decline precipitously in the U.S, with the genre
seeing an overall stagnation and reduction in popularity.²
In the 1990s, however, under the
Rafsanjani and Khatami

presidencies, the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance warmed
up to jazz, allowing the production
of cassettes featuring instrumental
Western standards. This brought
about new exposure and appreciation for jazzamong Iranian youth,
helping to draw the genre out of its
dormancy. In 1994, the independent artist Peter Soleimanipour and
his band Atin were among the first
secular artists to be given a permit
to perform a series of instrumental
jazz concerts. This opened the door
to the resumption of public jazz
performance and tours by both Iranian and European jazz musicians.
Despite permits for jazz concerts
becoming more difficult to obtain
under the Ahmadinejad presidency
and the suspension of many concerts by jazz artists, the genre managed to grow and develop through
the 2000s.¹²,¹4
Several jazz groups with a distinctly Iranian sound have risen to
prominence and maintained a following, including the Pallett Band,
Kiosk, and Reza Tajbakhsh/Ejazz.
These artists have used western
instrumentation with lyrics and
modes rooted in traditional Iranian
music.¹,¹5 In addition to these artists,
Iranian jazz has become a fixture of
the underground music scene, with
experimental, improvisational acid
jazz finding its place alongside rock
music in private, usually amateur
artistic spaces.¹4 Finally, jazz music
has emerged as a small fixture of the
music popular amongst the Iranian diaspora, with the Paaz Iranian
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jazz collective emerging in Germany, and artists like Rana Farhan
emerging in the U.S.¹,¹6 While jazz
is still not nearly as popular as other
genres, both in Iran and among the
diaspora, the genre has recovered
from its collapse.

The Social Function
of Jazz in the
Contemporary
Period
Iranian jazz is significant as a
genre primarily because of its social function. Among the diaspora,
it has maintained a connection with
and expressing shared memories
of the homeland.¹7 This is particularly true for Rana Farhan, who has
placed classical Persian poetry ina
modern context through the medium of vocal jazz. Her most popular
song, “Drunk with Love,” draws its
lyrics directly from Rumi’s work to
celebrate a sensual passion for the
divine in a manner reminiscent of
the Sufi tradition.¹6 Farhan, like other artists in the diaspora, uses jazz
to negotiate and re-contextualize
her identity as an Iranian outside
of Iran, embracing her new home
while honoring her heritage.¹0,¹7
Jazz is suited to do this as a uniquely “deterritorialized” genre which
emerged from the confluence of
many global and local influences,
with one of its initial purposes being the expression of shared memory and the articulation of identity
from a marginalized position.²

Similarly, the borderless, cosmopolitan
nature of jazz is an important part of its
social function in the underground music
scene. Jazz, like rock, gives young people
who are often marginalized by conservative facets of Iranian society, the chance
to create a modernist, global, and secular
space for themselves.¹4 Moreover, playing Iranian jazz, with its influences from
the U.S., Latin America, Europe, and the
Middle East, subverts Iran’s increasing isolation on the world stage. Furthermore, it
challenges hegemonic discourses on Iranian identity and dominant aesthetics of art,
both in Iran and in the West.¹8 While jazz
may not fundamentally alter Iranian politics and society immediately, self-expression is an important emancipatory practice and serves as the foundation for future
change. Even though it is not as popular
as other genres with similar social functions, it is still important to examine the
impact of jazz and to elevate Iranian jazz
musicians, especially given its influence on
other types of music.²
From a global perspective, Iranian jazz
also has an important function.In the U.S.,
jazz remains in decline, having failed to eschew the reputation that it is a genre for
elite and intellectual circles. Many cultural
critics have argued that American jazz is
stagnant at best or “dead” at worst, despite
a recent upswing in influence on popular
music and the rise of new jazz artists.²,6
This situation is in part due to American
jazz losing its original subversive intentions and its emancipatory aims, along
with its ability to express emotions and
articulate a collective memory.New constraints and “rules” now govern the genre,
which have come about as a result of its
institutionalization, academicization, and
ultimate co-option into dominant musical
aesthetics.²,³

Given the accessibility and cosmopolitan nature of jazz, however, the genre’s
original intent is fulfilled in self-sufficient “jazz cultures” found throughout the
world, including Iran. This makes Iranian jazz not only significant because of its
social and political function in its home
country, but for the preservation of the
global jazz tradition. A direct link runs
from slaves in the Antebellum South to students in North Tehran.² This gives Iranian
musicians, particularly those involved in
the underground music scene, the unique
ability to impact and protect the future development of the genre, which it is already
doing—whether that is through its combination of “gypsy jazz” with Iranian string
instruments like the tonbak, or through
the synthesis of classical Persian poetry
with modern vocal jazz.

Conclusion
The story of Iranian jazz is a short one,
beginning most significantly with the deliberate introduction of the genre by the
DoS, CIA, VoA, and Pahlavi government
at the elite level, followed by a brief blossoming before a decade of stagnation, and
ultimately, a resurgence. This story is significant, however; jazz has maintained an
important social and political function for
Iranians as a space for resistance and potential change. More broadly, Iranian jazz
now finds itself as a fixture of a global musical tradition, with a small but active community of musicians. Depending on the
future of jazz in the West, these musicians
have a key role in preserving and advancing the genre in the decades to come.
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